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Welcome
A growing number of Canadians are learning about the deep challenges
faced today by First Nations, Métis and Inuit peoples. Boil-water
advisories, contaminated streams, lack of quality health care and
accessible roads, over 1,500 missing and murdered aboriginal women
and girls, the high cost of fruit, vegetables and nutritious foods in
Indigenous communities, continued intergenerational trauma coming
from legacies of residential schools and lack of respect for treaty rights.
The challenges are multiple, systemic and for many of us, hard to
make sense of, difficult to comprehend: why are these hurts, these
infringements on the rights that all of us are meant to exercise and
enjoy, happening in our country?
This facilitator’s guide, “Mapping the Ground We Stand On - An Interactive
Workshop Exploring Indigenous and Settler Relationships,” is a solid
contribution to helping us – including Settler Canadians such as myself
– make sense of these challenges and then set these challenges in a
deeper, historical frame, one in which colonialism and racism have been,
sadly, all too formative.
Developed by The Primate’s World Relief and Development Fund, this
facilitator’s guide offers important sense-making and practical perspective.
It lays out historical and contextual realities that Indigenous peoples in
Canada face daily. It offers suggestions for taking action, for participants to
journey further on paths of reconciliation, and for the creation of a better
and more just country for all of us.
Not only is this resource an important contribution from PWRDF towards
dialogue and reconciliation, it clearly lays out steps for facilitators and
participants to interact, learn from and enjoy the experience and the
conversations that will take place.
A big thank you to Suzanne Rumsey, Public Engagement Program
Coordinator at PWRDF for workshopping and developing this resource
for us in collaboration with former PWRDF Executive Director, Adele
Finney and Esther Wesley, Coordinator, Anglican Fund for Healing and
Reconciliation. Thank you Adele and Esther for your contributions and
commitment to this important resource.
Enjoy, Learn, Grow,
Will Postma
Executive Director, PWRDF
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Foreword
Colonialism is a systemic reality. This means, in part, that it infects
attitudes and actions in ways that are often unconscious and hidden, from
perpetrators and even from victims. It becomes an urgent necessity to
uncover these attitudes and actions. Without the full truth, decolonization
will remain illusive.
But for all caught in the systemic web of colonialism, freedom is most
often in stages and, at times, gradual. It becomes a matter of progressive
realization, progressive freedom from the pain and oppression that is
experienced by both the benefactors and the victims of colonization.
That is why this resource can be helpful. It is another layer, another
lens, of the story of colonialism. It allows some personal application and
consideration. In this exercise you will uncover the truth and the falseness
of many of the maps that are part of our individual and collective lives.
The KAIROS “Blanket Exercise,” similar in some ways to this exercise, has
helped many of us see the reality of colonialism. In a similar, but slightly
different way this exercise will help you to see in a new way. Use it with
the courage that is fitting for a journey into truth.
Blessings,
The Right Rev. Mark MacDonald
National Indigenous Anglican Bishop
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Introduction

How to use this resource
The Primate’s World Relief and Development Fund (PWRDF) has a 20-year
history of development partnerships and programming with Indigenous
communities in Canada. In its recent strategic plans PWRDF has named
as one of its strategic directions “Deepen relationships with aboriginal
peoples.” As one effort toward that end PWRDF staff, together with staff of
the Anglican Fund for Healing and Reconciliation, developed and piloted
an interactive workshop at PWRDF’s National Gathering in November
2015. This event brought together members of PWRDF’s Board of
Directors, Diocesan Representatives, Youth Council members, staff and
Indigenous development partners.
Since that first workshop, “Mapping the Ground We Stand On” has been
shaped and further developed through workshops with the Council of
General Synod of the Anglican Church of Canada (spring 2016), at the
National Consultation on Indigenous Self-Determination (fall 2017) and
with a number of other groups. This second edition of the resource,
which has emerged out of that process, offers Indigenous and Settler
participants an opportunity to explore their historic and current place
on the map of Canada and in relationship to one another. It also offers
opportunity for learning and reflection on the concepts of Terra Nullius
(Empty Land) and the Doctrine of Discovery as foundational to colonialism
(of which the establishment of residential schools was one aspect), and
juxtaposes those concepts with an exploration of Indigenous Traditional
Knowledge.
Some may have participated in the KAIROS Blanket Exercise that explores
similar themes. PWRDF’s Mapping Exercise compliments the KAIROS
resource and focuses in part on our personal/individual and Anglican
histories. (Doing one exercise is not a prerequisite for the other.) National
Indigenous Anglican Bishop, Right Rev. Mark MacDonald, has affirmed the
need for a variety of opportunities and experiences for Anglicans (and
Canadians in general) to deepen their understanding of and relationships
with Indigenous peoples. As the Anglican Church of Canada continues
to develop its response to the recommendations of the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission’s final report and PWRDF seeks to deepen
its relationships with aboriginal peoples, we hope this resource will be a
useful tool for learning and reflection together, and as one step on the
journey towards meaningful reconciliation between Indigenous, nonIndigenous and Settler peoples.
With this in mind those preparing to facilitate the workshop are
encouraged to consider who is invited to participate:
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• If you, your parish or group does not include Indigenous peoples, this
need not prevent you from holding the workshop, but the exercise is
most richly experienced if both Indigenous and Settler peoples are
present.
• Though not essential, the experience is also enriched by having
participants do a little “homework” beforehand. (See Part One Being
Part of a Map and Walking on to a Map- “What you will need”).
• There is no minimum or maximum number of people who can
participate at any one time. The more crowded your map becomes
during the exercise the better, as this is part of the experience. (See
Appendix A “How to Make a Map”).
• This exercise is reflective and needs adequate time. The first three
parts of the exercise will take approximately 90 minutes to two hours
to complete depending on the size of your group and the discussion
generated during the debriefing. The fourth part, which focuses on
PWRDF’s work, takes approximately 30 to 40 minutes.
• The exercise can bring up questions, concerns and even strong
feelings for those participating. With this in mind, be sure to allow time
especially for the debriefing session (Part Three) and to have tissues on
hand. The presence of an Indigenous elder or chaplain is very helpful to
the process and to responding to the potential pastoral needs for the
group.
While I have been the map maker and facilitator in the development of
PWRDF’s Mapping Exercise, I would like to recognize and thank those who
were key to shaping this resource: Adele Finney, former PWRDF Executive
Director; Esther Wesley, Coordinator, Anglican Fund for Healing and
Reconciliation; and José Zárate, PWRDF Canadian Indigenous Communities
& Latin America-Caribbean Development Program Coordinator.
May you journey well on the map.
Peace,
Suzanne Rumsey
Public Engagement Program Coordinator, PWRDF
srumsey@pwrdf.org
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PART ONE

Being Part of a Map and
Walking on to a Map
With thanks to Adele Finney,
Executive Director of PWRDF (2010–2016)
“Maps always lie – by what is placed on them and what is left out –
but can also help us see truths.” Adele Finney

What you will need:
• A large map of Canada, preferably on the floor, with enough space
around the outside of the map for chairs (see Appendix A “How to
Make a Map” for ideas about how to make/obtain a map).
• Enough chairs around the outside of the map for those participating.
• The narrative script printed below. Be sure to read through the script
carefully ahead of time and practise pronouncing the Indigenous
names (some phonetic spellings are provided) to ensure a smooth
reading during the workshop.
• A set of the names of First Nations, Métis and Inuit peoples printed on
8.5” X 11” sheets of paper (see “Bibliography and Resources for this
Workshop” for a link to the file for printing the set of names).
• A laptop and the PowerPoint titled “Mapping the Ground We Stand On”
(also available as a link in “Bibliography”).
• Lots of tape for the map!
Note: It is helpful (though not essential) to the process if
participants can do some “homework” before coming to the
workshop. Here is some text to send out a week or two ahead of
time:
For this session we have some homework for you to do. As much as you
are able we would ask that you research the following:
1. The traditional territory you live in now.
2. The treaty governing that territory if one exists.
3. Residential school(s) in that territory and their history. Maps and
lists can be found at http://www.anglican.ca/tr/histories/ and http://
www.trc.ca/websites/trcinstitution/index.php?p=12.
4. If you have time, learn which territory you were born in or have lived
in, and their treaties.
5. If you are a Settler and have time, learn what the traditional territory
your forebears (or you, if you are a first generation immigrant) came
to when they first settled in Canada.
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6. Please bring the following: Yourselves and the findings of your
research. The workshop will take place on and around a large
floor map of Canada. As you enter the room where the map is laid
out, you will be asked to remove your shoes to stand on sacred
ground. Please consider wearing warm socks or soft slippers to the
workshop and comfortable clothes, as we will be standing, sitting
and moving about. Please dress accordingly.
For those interested in learning more either in preparation for or following
the workshop, there is a list of resources in “Bibliography”.

Process:
• As this is a reflective exercise, it is important to ensure that the space is
set up before participants enter. Place (and tape down as needed) the
map, set up chairs around the outside of the map, have the PowerPoint
presentation, Mapping the Ground We Stand On, cued, etc.
• As participants enter the space where the map is laid out, invite them
to remove their shoes in order to “step lightly on the earth” (and if your
map is made of paper, to preserve the map)!
• Welcome those gathered and explain that this is a three- (or four-) part
workshop.
• Part One will be an interactive exercise offering opportunity to
explore Indigenous people’s presence in, and Settler migration
to, Canada.
• Part Two will involve hearing a reflection on the concepts of
“Terra Nullius” (Empty Land), the Doctrine of Discovery and
Indigenous Traditional Knowledge.
• Part Three will offer a time for reflection, discussion, and
debriefing with participants about what they have learned and
experienced through the exercise. The workshop can end here
or…
• Part Four provides an opportunity for participants to learn
about the historic and current work of PWRDF with Indigenous
peoples in Canada.
• If you are able to have an Indigenous elder participate, invite him/
her to open the workshop in prayer, with a smudge or with a word of
welcome. If an elder is not present, the facilitator will open with the
Covenant Prayer found on the PowerPoint, “Mapping the Ground We
Stand On.” (slide two in PP).
• Hand out the names of the First Nations, Métis and Inuit peoples in the
groupings identified in the script “Being Part of a Map and Walking on
to a Map.” (Slide three will be projected as you narrate – indicated in
the script below).
• Before starting, check with participants to determine if anyone
identifies as Indigenous. If there are Indigenous participants, invite
them to self-identify using the name of their First Nation, Inuit or Métis
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•

•

•
•

people when the time comes in the exercise for naming Indigenous
peoples (indicated below in the script “Being Part of a Map…”).
Invite participants to stand or sit as they are comfortable, and read
through the script, inviting people to step on to and move about the
map in silence at the appropriate times.
Conclude Part One by projecting the treaty map (slide four in PP)
and inviting participants – still standing on the map – to introduce
themselves to one another based on the treaty lands or traditional
territory where they were born and/or live.
Project slides five and six and have participants read them aloud
together
Invite participants to be seated to begin Part Two…

Script for
“Being Part of a Map and Walking on to a Map”
by Adele Finney

Introduction
Being part of a map. Walking on to a map. Standing on a map can help
us understand our personal histories, our collective social, economic and
political histories, where we have come from and where we are in our
relationships with one another.
This is the northern part of Turtle Island, what we call Canada. We hope
this map will provide an opportunity to reflect on and talk about where
we have stood, where we stand and how we want to stand, as individuals,
as a church, and in the case of PWRDF, as an international development
agency.
Maps always lie – by what is placed on them and what is left out – but can
also help us see some truths.
Please close your eyes and imagine the place where you live. The land –
Mother Earth – her contours, boundaried only by her shores, plains, hills,
mountains, valleys, lakes, seas, rivers, watersheds, forests, vegetation,
animal migrations on land, sea and sky. Imagine the land where you live
now. PAUSE
The First Peoples of Turtle Island each have a creation story that describes
how they grew out of the land they live in with all their relations whom
Mother Earth nurtures in that place. They live, learn and teach from
generation to generation the Creator’s community of life. They are part
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of the map. The natural contours and dynamics of the land shaped the
First Peoples of Turtle Island. Nuu-chah-nulth – the peoples of the west
coast of what is now Vancouver Island – means “All Along the Mountains”
in reference to boundaries and navigation defined by the mountains. The
Chonnonton of southern Ontario called themselves People of the Deer
as the deer and the flint for arrows shaped their economy, their symbols,
their relations with other creatures and their ceremonies.

Stepping into the map by millennia, centuries, decades
Let us see what peoples Turtle Island holds and nurtures.
To remind ourselves that the land is sacred, if you haven’t already done so,
please remove your shoes and prepare to step lightly on the earth.

TRADITIONAL LANDS AND PEOPLES
While scientific theories suggest Turtle Island may have been inhabited
as early as 14,000 BCE, archeological evidence suggests much longer
habitation. There is DNA evidence that the Nuu-chah-nulth have been
together as a distinct people for 70,000 years. Most First Nations
understand themselves to have lived in their traditional territories for time
immemorial. (Project the Interactive First Nations map – slide three)
These are some of the 618 First Nations, 53 Inuit communities and the
Métis peoples who have lived for millennia in Turtle Island. At this time,
I invite those of you who are Indigenous to self-identify and step onto
the map in the traditional territory of your people. (Pause to give time
for people to step onto the map and name their First Nation, Inuit or
Métis community and their traditional territory.)
Those holding sheets of paper please step onto the map and place the
paper in the area named when I read out the names you have. (Project
slide four showing the general geographic areas for the placing of
the names. See also page 27 for the same image. Indicate that the
placement of the papers does not have to be exact. Pause after each
set of names is read to give those placing the names on the map time
to do so.)
Northwest Coastal Peoples—Haida, Tlingit [Kling-kit],
Tsimshian [Sim-she-an], Nuu-chah-nulth [New-chanulth], Salishan, Nisga’a [Nis-gaa]

Plateau Peoples—Tsilhoqot’in [Chil-co-teen], Dakelh
(Carrier), Nicola, Secwepemc [She-whep-m], Stl’atl’imx
[Stat-liem], Okanagan, Nlaka’pamux [Ing-khla-kapmuh], Ktunaxa [Tun-ah-hah]
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Métis people carry ancient blood and kinship to the
land through intermarriage between Indigenous men
and women and Settlers, mainly in the area just east of
the Rockies

The Plains Peoples—Siksikaitsitapi [Sik si kai’ tsi tapi]
(Blackfoot Confederacy), Plains Ojibwa, Plains Cree,
Sioux, Dakota

Eastern Woodlands Peoples—Ojibwa, Odawa, Cree,
Nipissing, Algonquin, Malseet, Mi’kmaq, Beothuk,
Wendat, Chonnonton, Petun and the six Haudenosaunee
[Ho-den-o-shon-ee] peoples—Seneca, Cayuga [Ka-yo-ga],
Onondaga, Mohawk, Oneida, Tuscarora

Subarctic Peoples—Gwich’in, Han, Tutchone, Tagish,
Tahltan [Tal-tan], Kaska, Sekani and Dene, Tlicho
[Kli-cho], Hare, Mountain, Slavey, Chipewyan, Beaver,
Sarcee, Tsetsaut [Tset-sawt] , Inland Tlingit, Cree,
Ojibwa, Saulteaux [Soe-toe], Attikamek and Innu in the
East

Arctic Peoples—of many languages and dialects in the
Western Arctic: Inuit, Copper Inuit, Netsilik Inuit, Baffin
Island Inuit, Quebec Inuit, Labrador Inuit, Iglulik

How long shall we pause to give us a sense of the millennia this land was
inhabited before most of our ancestors stepped onto it? Let’s say one
second for each millennium – 40 seconds altogether. Let’s enter into
honouring that span of time and relationship to the land and waters of
Turtle Island by observing 40 seconds of silence.

40 seconds silence
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SETTLERS
As I describe the periods of time when your forebears touched down on
Canadian soil, please step onto the map in that place in silence. And if
you know your forebears’ movements after that, please take their journey
throughout the land. (Explain that you won’t be naming all years, even
decades, but general periods of time with some key events identified.
Invite participants to follow either their paternal or maternal lines of
migration if they are different from each other.)
600—1000 years ago, Vikings, Scandinavian sailors and Basque whalers
first set foot on Turtle Island and fished off her shores. (Check if there is
anyone of Viking ancestry).
Five major waves of immigration and settlement of non-aboriginal peoples
took place over a period of almost four centuries. The fifth wave is
currently ongoing.
The First Wave was an initial period of British and French colonization,
over two centuries, 1500-1780.

In 1497 John Cabot claimed Canada for England.

French and English camped seasonally on the Atlantic shores
of Turtle Island in the 1500s.

In 1578 Church of England Chaplain Robert Wolfall, a member
of Martin Frobisher’s Arctic expedition, celebrated the first
Anglican Eucharist near present-day Iqaluit, Nunavut.

The French settled Québec and Acadia with smaller numbers
of American and European entrepreneurs in addition to British
military personnel. By 1565 the community of Tadoussac near
the mouth of the St. Lawrence River had its first oil spill.

In the 1630s the English planted their first settlement in
St. John’s, Newfoundland.

This First Wave culminated in the 1780s with the influx of 46,000–
50,000 British Loyalists fleeing the American Revolution, chiefly from
the Mid-Atlantic States mostly into what is today Southern Ontario,
the Eastern Townships of Québec, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.
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From the 1780s to 1812, 30,000 Americans settled in Ontario and the
Eastern Townships with promises of land. Scottish Highlanders forced
from their homes by land clearances also became landers in Canada
during this period.
(Check that anyone whose forebears came to Canada before 1812 are
standing on the map and give time for people to enter the map).
The Second Wave came after the War of 1812. People from Britain
and Ireland were encouraged to settle in Canada after the War of 1812,
including British Army regulars who had served in the war. The colonial
governors of Canada, who were worried about another American
invasion attempt, and to counter the French-speaking influence of
Québec, rushed to promote settlement in back country areas along newly
constructed plank roads within organized land tracts, mainly in Upper
Canada (present-day Ontario).

In 1820 the first small Anglican residential school was
established in Red River Settlement, by the Rev. John West of
the Church Missionary Society.

In 1828 The Mohawk Institute was established alongside Six
Nations in southwestern Ontario. It became residential in 1831
and operated until 1970.

With the second wave, Irish immigration to Canada had been
increasing and peaked when the Irish Potato Famine occurred
from 1846 to 1849 resulting in hundreds of thousands more
Irish arriving on Canada’s shores.

Throughout the 1800s abolitionists in the United States used
the Underground Railroad to usher former slaves to freedom
in Canada. Between 1850 and 1860 15,000 to 20,000 AfricanAmericans settled in Southern Ontario, New Brunswick,
Québec and Nova Scotia.

The Dominion Lands Act of 1872 copied the American system
by offering ownership of 160 acres of land free (except for
a small registration fee) to any man over 18 or any woman
heading a household. They did not need to be citizens, but
had to live on the plot and improve it.
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In 1885 Chinese Head Tax legislation was passed, in response
to a growing number of Chinese working on the Canadian
Pacific Railway. In 1923 the government passed the Chinese
Immigration Act which excluded Chinese from entering
Canada altogether between 1923 and 1947.

From 1896–1905, Clifford Sifton was the Minister of the
Interior under Sir Wilfred Laurier in Ottawa. He argued that
the free western lands were ideal for growing wheat and
would attract large numbers of hard-working farmers. He set
up aggressive advertising campaigns in the U.S. and Europe,
with a host of agents promoting the Canadian west. He also
brokered deals with ethnic groups that wanted large tracts
for homogeneous settlement. His goal was to maximize
immigration from Britain, eastern Canada and the U.S.

(Check that anyone whose forebears came to Canada during the 1800s
is standing on the map).
The Third Wave of immigration in the early 1900s came mainly from
continental Europe. It peaked just prior to World War I, between 1911–
1913. Over 400,000 people landed in Canada in 1912.
The Fourth Wave from the 1940s to the 1960s also came from
continental Europe, 282,000 people in 1957, making Canada a more
multiethnic country with substantial non-British or non-French (but white)
populations. For example, Ukrainian Canadians account for the largest
Ukrainian population outside Ukraine and Russia.
The Fifth Wave from the 1970s to the present has overwhelmingly been
of visible minorities from the developing world.

During the Mulroney government (1984–1993), immigration
levels were increased. By the late 1980s, the fifth wave
of immigration was maintained with slight fluctuations of
225,000–275,000 immigrants annually. Currently most
immigrants come from South Asia, China, and the Caribbean
and this trend is expected to continue.
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Under the Liberal government, over 25,000 Syrian refugees
came to Canada in 2016–2017 and the overall annual
immigrant numbers are projected to grow to 340,000 by 2020.

Are all of us here now, in the northern part of Turtle Island? (Take a
moment to ensure that all participants are now standing on the map).
Close your eyes again for a moment and imagine your place or places in
Turtle Island and all of your relations in it.
I now invite you to move to the place on the map where you were born.
If you were not born in Canada, stay where you are. (Allow time for
movement). Please turn to the person nearest you and, in the context
of this exercise, talk briefly about where you are from and who you are.
To help you with this, I’m going to project a treaty map so that, if you
can, introduce yourselves to one another based on the treaty lands or
traditional territory you were born and/or live in.
Project treaty map (slide five) and
allow time for conversation among participants.
Then project slide six on the screen
and invite participants to read together the words of a PWRDF partner
from the Nuu-Chah-nulth First Nation:
All:

“I am only one person. I know only my own experience, but not
that of others. I can only give a small part of my own truth. I am
here to learn.”

Ask the Settler participants to read the following slide (slide seven):
Settlers: “My truth as a Settler has been one-sided, from the Settler
viewpoint. The history taught in our schools does not have a
First Nations, Métis or Inuit perspective. I am here to learn facts
and truths I do not know.”
Invite participants to be seated either on the map
or in the chairs around the map.
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PART TWO

Terra Nullius (Empty Land) and
the Doctrine of Discovery
With thanks to Esther Wesley, Coordinator,
Anglican Fund for Healing and Reconciliation
“The achievements of the Indigenous peoples have been so overlooked
since colonization. For so long it has often been completely ignored that
Indigenous peoples did much to affect the formation of our homeland.”
Esther Wesley

What you will need:
• The large map of Canada and enough chairs outside of the map for
those participating.
• The “Narrative Introduction to: Terra Nullius, Empty Land” printed
below. Be sure to read through the script carefully ahead of time to
familiarize yourself with it and to ensure a smooth reading during the
workshop.

Process:
• Invite participants, seated where they are, to listen to the reflection
below on the concepts of “terra nullius” (empty land), the Doctrine of
Discovery and Indigenous Traditional Knowledge.

Narrative Introduction to: Terra Nullius, Empty Land
• What are the roots of the Doctrine of Discovery?
• What was the thinking behind this doctrine?
• How did these ways of thinking and the Doctrine of Discovery shape
institutions, cultures and actions?
• How does the Doctrine of Discovery shape today’s context?

Background
Papal Bulls of the 15th century gave explorers the right to claim lands they
discovered for their Christian Monarchs. If the lands were deemed vacant,
then they could be defined as discovered and claimed.
Based on the Doctrine of Discovery, Indigenous Peoples throughout the
world and on this continent were considered non-existent. The theory of
the day was that since Indigenous Peoples were not Christians, they were
not human and therefore the land was empty.
The doctrine was referenced in the landmark United States Supreme
Court aboriginal title case of Johnson v. M’Intosh in 1823. In the ruling the
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“discovering power” gains the exclusive right to extinguish the “right of
occupancy” of Indigenous peoples. This legal decision therefore, codified
in law the Doctrine of Discovery, and was in turn cited by courts in
Australia, Canada and New Zealand.
However, in June 2014, a unanimous decision marked the first time
Canada’s highest court recognized the existence of Aboriginal title on a
particular site. The Supreme Court of Canada made clear “the doctrine of
terra nullius never applied in Canada, as stated by the Royal Proclamation
of 1763.” (See Tsilhqot’in Nation v British Columbia, 2014).
A fundamental aspect of the Doctrine of Discovery was its racialized,
hierarchical sorting and organizing of entire populations of peoples,
and the concept that natural resources can become commodities to be
bought and sold.
These elements continue to have profound effects on the way today’s
societies around the world operate and interact with each other, including
Canada.

Empty Land1
For this exercise, let us focus on the concept of Terra Nullius, Empty Land.
How does one begin to imagine, never mind comprehend, the CONCEPT
OF EMPTY LAND?
One way to explain this may be to describe land or territory that has never
been subject to the sovereignty of any state, perhaps making the land or
territory obtainable through occupation. However, this description omits
the mention of people.

What does this have to do with this Exercise?
The MAP on which you stand was once deemed Empty Land by explorers
who claimed the land for their sovereign nations. But as you well know,
the land was inhabited by a great many diverse nations each with its own
customs, cultures, language and beliefs. Nations that lived and travelled
across large territories, deeply understood the land they lived on. They
knew how to track their environment and read the different signs that
1 For further details about the concepts and history of “terra nullius” and the
Doctrine of Discovery go to http://archive.anglican.ca/gs2010/resolutions/
a086/
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signaled the change of seasons and climate. Different seasons meant
availability of different foods, the need for different types of shelter,
different methods of transportation, tools and clothing.
Many Indigenous civilizations established characteristics and trademarks
that included permanent settlements, agriculture, medicines, architecture,
complex societal hierarchies, and rich artistic traditions; such as, visual
arts, music and song.
Despite the diversity of nations, there are certain characteristics that were
shared.
• Community – this was essential for survival
• Harmony and balance – life was sustained through harmony
and balance. It means ensuring the environment remains
healthy,
• Indigenous Knowledge and source of knowledge – the natural
signs (law of the land).

What is Indigenous Knowledge?
Colonialism has from the very beginning challenged, disputed and
questioned the minds and the intellect of Indigenous peoples. The
achievements of the Indigenous peoples have been so overlooked since
colonization. For too long it has often been completely ignored that
Indigenous peoples did much to affect the formation of our homeland.
Under colonial influence, the traditional knowledge, the intellectual
heritage of the peoples has been devalued. Much of that knowledge
needs to be scientifically proven before it can be affirmed as fact by
western science.
Western knowledge imposed on non-western knowledge systems
invalidates those systems.
• What will count as knowledge?
• Who will count as “expert?”
• Who will count as “leader?” A leader in innovation?
Traditional Knowledge is a living body of knowledge that is developed,
sustained and passed on from generation to generation within a
community. It is often part of the peoples’ cultural or spiritual identity.

There are three distinct ways one can look at traditional
knowledge:
Traditional - knowledge that was handed down more or less intact from
one generation to another through stories, teaching of values, teachings
about the land – a whole way of life in all its complexity and lived realities.
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Observation – knowledge that is gained through years and years of
observation, observation in an uncontrolled and natural setting. The
survival of the peoples depended on this knowledge – observing the many
forms of life from plants to animals, environment to land and life in all
its complexities. New information is processed in the context of existing
information and validated through collective analysis.
Revelation – knowledge that is acquired through dreams, visions and
intuitions that are understood to be spiritual.
While the following quote is read, I invite you, as you are able, to walk
around on the map and listen to words from the Report on the Royal
Commission on Aboriginal Peoples:
“The need to walk on the land in order to know – it is a different approach
to knowledge than the one-dimensional, literate approach to knowing.
Persons schooled in a literate culture are accustomed to having all of the
context they need to understand a communication embedded in the text
before them …. Persons taught to use all their senses – to absorb every
clue to interpreting a complex, dynamic reality – may well smile at the
illusion that words alone, stripped of complementary sound and colour and
texture, can convey meaning adequately.”
(Canada 1996, 1:622-3)
Yet, through colonization all this knowledge was and still much of it today
is considered unscientific and inferior by western science.
Indigenous Knowledge responds to questions of identity. Each nation’s
creation story, the history of its people, the land, language, culture,
tradition, education, spiritual practices, politics and its whole way of life is
contained.
Please be seated.
Esther writes, “In my travels across this country of ours, I have met many
brilliant Indigenous peoples....and I have experienced the creativity of
people who have limited resources and often thought about the impact
the Empty Land concept has had on them.
“One thing you need to know is that Indigenous Peoples are resilient.
“I need to know you better if we are to be partners.
“You need to know me better if we are to be partners.”
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PART THREE

Debriefing the Mapping Exercise
What you will need:
• As in parts one and two, the large map of Canada and enough chairs
gathered outside of the map for those participating.
• The narrative script printed below that will guide you through the
debriefing process. Be sure to read through the script carefully ahead
of time to familiarize yourself with it and to ensure you have the correct
PowerPoint images ready.
• The PowerPoint titled “Mapping the Ground We Stand On” (available as
a link in “Bibliography”).

Process:
• Invite people to be seated in chairs outside of the map or on the
map itself (as they are comfortable) in groups of three or four.
• Introduce yourself by naming where you were born and where
you live now. For example: “My name is Suzanne Rumsey, born
on the shores of Lake Windermere in the Columbia River basin of
southeastern British Columbia, the traditional territory of the Akisqnuk
First Nation of the Ktunaxa (Tun-ah-hah) people. I now live in Toronto,
the traditional territory of the Mississauga of the New Credit who were
driven from their land in the 1850s.”
• Project slide eight and introduce the questions below: As we
have seen through this mapping exercise, the ground, the land, the
country we stand on was not and is not empty. It was and is teeming
with life and knowledge that is revealed to us through tradition,
observation and revelation. Please take a few moments in silence to
reflect on the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

After this exercise, how are you feeling?
What is one thing that stood out for you?
What else did you hear and learn?
What are you going to do to respond to what you have heard and
learned in this exercise?

In your small groups, please share, as you are able, your responses to
these questions.
Please share the highlights of your discussion in plenary, as groups feel
able. If time allows, invite participants to speak one-by-one in a talking
circle. If an Indigenous elder is present, ask them to facilitate this process.
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Concluding Thoughts: (You may have others to add)
• As we have explored today, maps tell us about where we stand, but
they also place us in a context based on a set of historic, political, social
and economic assumptions. In preparation for this workshop, PWRDF
and General Synod staff looked at a number of maps (project slides
9–15 from Power Point):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Historical Treaties of Canada map
The map of First Nations communities in Canada
The map of Inuit communities in the Canadian north
The Residential Schools of Canada map
The map of the Anglican Church of Canada
The map of Indigenous Anglican parishes
The map of PWRDF projects with Indigenous communities

I invite you to look at one final map (slide 16):
Blank map
And I invite you to silently consider one more question this afternoon:
What is the map that you want to stand on, individually and together, as
we move forward into the future? (1 minute of silence).
• Close with prayer led by the Indigenous elder present and/or with
the Anglican Healing Fund Prayer (final slide 17) led by the facilitator.
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PART FOUR

Locating PWRDF’s Canadian
Indigenous Program on the Map
With thanks to José Zárate,
Canadian Indigenous Communities & Latin America-Caribbean
Development Program Coordinator, PWRDF
“What are the foundations of a fair and honourable relationship between
the Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people of Canada?”
(Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, 1991)

What you will need:
• As in parts one, two and three, the large map of Canada and enough
chairs around/outside of the map for those participating.
• The PowerPoint titled “Locating PWRDF’s Canadian Indigenous Program
on the Map” (available as a link in “Bibliography”). Be sure to preview
the PowerPoint and read through the slide notes (contained in the
PowerPoint) to familiarize yourself with the material.
• For handout: PWRDF Canadian Indigenous Program Current Projects
2016 (See “Bibliography” for a link to this document).

Process:
• Introduce the PowerPoint presentation by explaining that PWRDF has
a 20-year history of working with Indigenous communities in Canada.
The PowerPoint will give a brief overview of what brought PWRDF to
this work, how it was shaped, what it looks like today, along with a brief
word about future directions.
• Show the PowerPoint to the group.
• Open the floor for questions and discussion. If you are unable to
answer a question about PWRDF’s Canadian Indigenous Program,
please ask the person to contact José Zárate, PWRDF’s Canadian
Indigenous Communities and Latin America-Caribbean Development
Program Coordinator at: jzarate@pwrdf.org.
• Hand out the document: “PWRDF Canadian Indigenous Program –
Current Projects 2016” that provides brief descriptions of the projects
presented in the PowerPoint.
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Bibliography and Resources
for this Workshop
The PDF resources and PowerPoint slides for this presentation can be
found at http://pwrdf.org/mapping-exercise-resources

Print Resources:
•
•

Indigenous peoples names for “Mapping the Ground We Stand On”
PWRDF Canadian Indigenous Program — Current Projects 2016

PowerPoint Resources:
•
•

“Mapping the Ground We Stand On”
“Locating PWRDF’s Canadian Indigenous Program on the Map”

For further reading and information:
1. The Universal Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (International
framework): http://www.un.org/esa/socdev/unpfii/documents/DRIPS_en.pdf As
you read it, notice how many times the provision for Free, Prior and Informed
Consent is included. It is included in Articles, 10, 11, 19, 20, 29 and 32.
2. An Action in Solidarity with the Indigenous People of Canada (Worship):
http://pwrdf.org/undrip-solidarity-action/ Created by the Rev. Canon Greg
Smith, this worship resource was offered as a response to the Primate’s 2016 call
for every parish in Canada to read the UNDRIP on the Sunday closest to June 21,
National Aboriginal Day.
3. The Calls to Action of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (Canadian
road map): http://www.trc.ca/websites/trcinstitution/File/2015/Findings/Calls_to_
Action_English2.pdf
Notice how many times the document references the Universal Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and the number of times and ways the
churches are called upon to take action particularly under the section on
reconciliation.
4. Archbishop Michael Peers’ 1993 Apology (Response from the Anglican Church
of Canada - ACC):
http://www.anglican.ca/wp-content/uploads/2011/06/Apology-English.pdf
5. The Anglican Council of Indigenous Peoples (ACIP) document, “Where We
Are Today: Twenty Years after the Covenant, an Indigenous Call to the
Wider Church” (Response to the ACC): http://www.anglican.ca/wp-content/
uploads/2015-03-02-Where-We-Are-Today-Draft-2.pdf
6. Report to General Synod 2016 of the Primate’s Commission on Discovery,
Reconciliation and Justice (Response by the ACC to the UN Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples)
http://www.anglican.ca/wp-content/uploads/018-Primates-Commission-Reportto-General-Synod.pdf
7. The Road to Warm Springs – The National Consultation on Indigenous
Anglican Self-Determination, Pinawa, Manitoba, September 14-17, 2017.
Consultation documents, “A Call to the Church from The National Consultation on
Indigenous Self-Determination,” and videos from and about the consultation can
be found at: http://www.anglican.ca/im/rws/
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APPENDIX A

How to Make a Map
One of the inspirations for this exercise was my love of maps. I drew the
original map by hand on six strips of butcher paper measuring in total 18
feet wide and 24 feet long. I began with a map of Canada that I had traced
out on an 81/2” X 11” piece of paper and then drew a grid over the map
(see below for map and grid). I then drew the same grid (proportionally)
onto the larger paper and used it as a guide to orient my drawing of the
larger map.
This size of map accommodated a group of approximately 70 people. If
you are dealing with a smaller group of between 20 and 30 people, you
can adjust the size of the map you make to 10 feet wide and 15 feet long.
Other sizes are also possible.
The map below has provincial and territorial boundaries on it. While these
help to orient participants, they also provide an “interpretation” of Canada.
You may wish therefore to draw the map without political boundaries.
Not everyone is able to draw a map by hand, so here are a few
suggestions if you are wondering how to make your own map:
• Using a laptop and projector, project one of the maps of Canada (found
in the PowerPoint titled “Mapping the Ground We Stand On”) onto a
wall where you have taped up paper or a large sheet and trace out the
map. Then transfer the paper/sheet to the floor for your workshop.
• If you would rather not draw a map at all, project the map onto the
wall and have participants walk in front of the projection when they are
called to do so. If using the names of the First Nations, Métis and Inuit
peoples, place those on the floor in front of the wall as they are read
out.
• If you have some financial resources, go to a local print shop with a
Canadian map image (these can be purchased on-line) on a USB stick
and consult with the shop about having it printed on canvas (see cover
page for images of PWRDF’s canvas map). This will provide you with a
durable, user-friendly and reusable map. As this is a somewhat costly
option, consider approaching other parishes and/or your diocese to
explore joint workshops or a series of workshops and cost-sharing for a
printed map.
Finally, a few tips about the care and feeding of your map!
• If you are making and using a paper map, handle with care. For
example, when rolling it out, make sure to tape down the ends and
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along the edges of all the strips (if your map is made up of a series of
strips). This will ensure that people won’t catch a toe or foot under an
edge and trip or worse, rip the map!
• While we have invited people to remove their shoes to stand on “sacred
ground,” we also do so to respect the fragility of the paper map and to
ensure that it can be reused.
• If you are reusing a paper map in strips, be sure to roll them up starting
at the same end, so that the next roll out is smooth. Numbering each
of the strips is also helpful for roll out and set up.
If you have any questions or suggestions about map making, do be
welcome to contact me at srumsey@pwrdf.org or by phone at 416-9249199, ex.267. And remember, there’s a cartographer in all of us!
Happy Mapping!
Suzanne Rumsey
Public Engagement Program Coordinator
PWRDF
See map on p. 26
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